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[Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn Menage ManLove Collection: Erotic Alternative Menage a

Trois Romance, M/M/M, HEA] Racine Tuff just wanted to get back to the safety of Cade Creek. With

a date gone wrong and a psycho hunting him, being safe seemed like a dream. When he's met at

the airport by a couple of sexy firemen, trusting them is easier than he thought it would be, but is his

trust misplaced? Vincent Rizzo has loved Ari since the moment they met. Wanting the man in his

life, he readily agrees to Ari's stipulations, even if they are a little weird. As time passes, he finds

himself looking for that third man to be with them as well. When he arrives in the form of a battered

and abused man who jumps at his own shadow, can Vinnie set aside his longing for a threesome

long enough to insure Race's safety? Ari Kadin has always known his desires were odd even for a

gay man, or so he thought until he falls for another fireman. Vinnie convinces him that his desires

are perfectly normal. Still hesitant, Ari doesn't know what to make of the instant desire he feels for

the abused man they pick up from the airport. Race comes with a dangers that threaten all of them.

Is having his dream relationship worth losing what he already has? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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I love this. Vinnie and Ari are in a relationship but it doesn't feel whole, Ari have always felt that they

needed a third to complete them so he and Vinnie have been looking. When a friend ask them to

pick up "his brother" At the airport they met Race. Both believes that Race is the third that they have

been looking for, but Race have been hurt so.....Thoroughly enjoyed this story.

Dorian received a call for help, and responded immediately. Race was in trouble and Dorian made

sure the ticket was waiting at the airport. Race dragged his casted arm and bruised body home to

Cade Creek. He's be safe there. He'd been at Julliard for ballet, until his abuser hurt him. Two of

Dorian's friends Vinnie and Ari, firefighters, picked Race up at the airport. Weary, exhausted and

hurting Race collapsed and slept. A week later Race brought muffins to thank the firemen for his

ride to safety. Those two hunks had been looking for a third to make their life complete. Race

interested them, and vice versa. They are having dinner out when the abuser shows up. We get

some violence and an arrest. The threesome is melding, and later Race moves in. We get super

steamy sexy times with these guys, and an entangled tale of drugs and guns, violence, a shoot

out....! This is a great short story, but we don't get much in depth, but besides that, we like these

men, hope that they get together, plus it is always fun to see previous characters from the series.

When we first saw Dorian, he was undercover in the Motorcycle club, and his connections helped in

this interesting tale. These stories are quick and entertaining. ENJOY !

I love how it all came together. From the first meeting to the last page I couldn't put the book down.

Vinnie and Ari meeting Race the chemistry was there. The way they closed in to protect Race and

the trust he showed in them was awesome

This was good I Liked it very much and I can't wait for more and I will be watching for it...
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